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ABSTRACT: A new generation synchrotron light source which produces high brilliance xRay beams will be built in Sweden. Vibration may degrade the electron beam centre of mass
stability, hence dramatically reducing the effective brilliance. It is therefore necessary to
carefully measure and survey the vibrations existing on the MAX IV site. Dynamic analysis
with respect to interaction between ground and building must be considered and vibration
generated by heavy goods vehicles on adjacent roads must be possible to predict. Based on
the existing traditional geotechnical investigation and documentation an anticipated
geological model has been developed. With this model as a basis and also use of earlier
gained experience about the soil in the region, geotechnical properties for the materials have
been suggested. This geo model will then be verified and updated during both the design and
construction stage, following the observational method according to Eurocode 7. The axle
loads from heavy goods vehicles have been simulated with use of a Falling Weight
Deflectometer (FWD) and vibration propagation has been measured with both accelerometers
and geophones. This study shows that vibrations from heavy goods vehicles can be simulated
through a FWD source and that ZSOIL can predict the vibration propagation with good
precision using the suggested geological model and geotechnical material properties. ZSOIL
has since been used in a conceptual design of the planned facility. The conclusions from this
study is that an alternative design with use of stabilized soil and vibro isolation consisting of
soft barrier material can reduce the vertical vibration level (RMS 1sec) by 78% compared
with the currently design proposal in the system documents.
KEY WORDS: Ground vibration, dynamic analysis, non-linear elastic material model,
ZSOIL.
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INTRODUCTION

MAX IV is planned to be the next generation synchrotron radiation facility in Sweden, see
Figure 1. It will replace the existing laboratory in Lund consisting of the MAX I, II and III
storage rings. The main sources at MAX IV are two storage rings (1.5 GeV and 3 GeV) with
state-of-the-art low emittance for the production of soft and hard x-rays. Since the quality of
the measurement results from the MAX IV ring is dependent on the precision of the
synchrotron light, very strict requirement regarding the vibration levels of the magnets are
specified. The strict requirement is especially put on the mean vertical vibration level which
must be less than 26 nm during one second in the frequency span of 5–100 Hz. The mean
vibration level is calculated as a RMS value (Root Mean Square). Vibrations with frequencies
lower than 5 Hz may be adjusted by an active calibration system. In the interval between 0–5
Hz vibration levels up to 260 nm are therefore allowed. Frequencies higher than 100 Hz may
be neglected and probably have very low amplitudes since they are easily damped out in the
structure.

Figure 1: 3D view of MAX IV, high-tech facility (http://www.maxlab.lu.se/).

Due to the stiffness of the magnet foundations the vibrations are assumed to be basically the
same at the bottom and at the top positions of a magnet foundation. The evaluation points of
the vibrations were picked at the floor where the magnet foundations are to be placed.
Main ground-borne vibration sources are road traffic. The MAX IV complex is situated
between heavily trafficked roads, see Figure 1. In this paper ground vibration from heavy
goods vehicles is simulated with the FWD source, routinely used in Sweden to measure road
pavement characteristics (e.g., pavement stiffness). Other possibly disturbing vibration
sources as wind turbines and blasting activities exists but are supposed to have less impact
than the traffic load. However, those sources will be studied at a later stage.
The vibration propagation has been measured with accelerometers and with more than 20
geophones located between 20 and 90 meter from the vibration source. This article shows that
the chosen calculation model in ZSOIL, using the proposed geo model, predicts the size of the
vertical amplitude at different distances from the vibration source very well.
In this paper the result from a conceptual design with use of ZSOIL is reported using the
validated calculation model from the FWD test. The discussed construction has sufficient
safety level to the specified vibration criteria.
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ANTICIPATED GEOLOGICAL MODEL AND GEOTECHNICAL PARAMETERS

On the basis of existing documentation an anticipated geological model has been compiled for
the area just northeast of Lund, where MAX IV is planned to be constructed, see Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Anticipated geological model for the MAX IV complex, Sivhed (2010).

2.1 The Soil
Two different tills are found in the area. These are probably separated by inter till sorted
sediments and also occasionally sorted sediments below the lower till. The lower till rests
directly on the bedrock (shale and mudstone) and is named Northeast Till. It is massive,
homogenous and might be argillaceous. It has a thickness of up to 10 m or more. The upper
till is called Low Baltic Clay Till. It has a thickness of probably less than 4 m. Between those
two tills inter till sorted sediments might occur. They consist of sand, gravel, clay and silt. In
order to identify the two types of till and possibly also intermediate inter till sediments, new
continuous sampling with core drilling will be performed and supplemented by seismic
survey.
The till is very dense. The stiffness of the soil is not a material constant as it depends on
stress state and strain level. Critical soil parameters are void ratio, stress level, strain level and
matric suction. The stiffness of the soil is preferable calculated using a non-linear stress-strain
model, SwePave, which has been implemented in the computer code ZSOIL. The soil model
is described by Ekdahl (2005).
The assumed geotechnical parameters for the low Baltic Till Clay are shown in Table 1. The
pore pressure is calculated assuming a ground water level situated 1 meter below the ground
surface. Below the ground water surface the low Baltic Clay Till is supposed to be fully
saturated.
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For the Northeast Till the assumed geotechnical parameters are shown in Table 2. This till is
unsaturated and the saturation degree is supposed to be equal to 76%. The suction in this till
could be put equal to 500 kPa.

Table 1: Anticipated geotechnical parameters for the Low Baltic Clay Till.

2.2 Soil Depth
On the basis of data from previous geotechnical investigations it is not possible to determine
the soil thickness. The bedrock surface will be identified by complementary soil-rock drillings
and by geophysical methods.
2.3 The bedrock
The bedrock surface is composed of Silurian shale and mudstone with varying degrees of
hardness. Almost vertical dolerite dykes penetrate the Silurian rocks, close to the dolerite
dykes argillites could be found. The bedrock surface is probably the Silurian Colonus shale. It
is a shale or mudstone and close to the dolerite dykes transformed to an argillite. The Silurian
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rocks are rich in mica and carbonate and are more or less horizontally bedded. In the Silurian
shale, hard, carbonate cemented beds occur. This means that there is a variation in density and
also in seismic velocity. The bedrock is penetrated by almost vertical dolerite dykes running
in a north-west–south-east to west-northwest–east-southeast direction. They vary in broad
from some meters to tens of meters. Dolerites have higher density and seismic velocity than
the surrounding shale.

Table 2: Anticipated geotechnical parameters for the Northeast Till.

The dykes run from the still active Hardeberga quarry (4.5 km south-east of the area) into or
immediately south of the area. There could be a risk (probably very small) that the dykes act
as pathways for energy, generated by bursting in the Hardeberga quarry. The bedrock surface
might be flat, but can also exhibit a varying topography with higher areas, erosional remnants,
in connection to for instance dolerite dykes. An indication of uneven bedrock surface is the
fact that the MAX IV centre is located at a minor hill. This fact could reflect a variation in the
bedrock surface. The bedrock surface will be identified by soil-rock drillings and geophysical
methods. Probable geotechnical parameters for the Shale/Mudstone are shown in Table 3.
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Table 3: Anticipated geotechnical parameters for the Shale/Mudstone.
2.4 Stabilized Clay Till
An appropriate soil improvement method which could be used for the MAX IV project is soil
stabilization. If the low Baltic Clay Till is stabilized with cement the geotechnical parameters
suggested in Table 4 could be used.

Table 4: Anticipated geotechnical parameters for the low Baltic Clay Till stabilized with cement.

2.5 InSitu condition
The variation of the seismic modulus and shear wave velocity with depth was estimated using
the non-linear elastic material model, SwePave, as shown in Figure 3. Also shown are
preliminary results from seismic measurements using the MASW method.
The saturation ratio for the initial state, which was calculated using Van Genuchten equation
in ZSOIL, is shown in Figure 4. The calculated saturation ratio in the Northeast Till is 76%.
In the low Baltic Clay Till the saturation ratio is 100%, except for the upper first meter and
the bedrock.
In the Northeast Till, the calculated pore pressure for the initial state is -500 kPa (suction),
which is the result of heavy preconsolidation. The pore pressure in the low Baltic Clay Till
and the bedrock is hydrostatic corresponding with a ground water level situated 1 meter below
the ground surface.
ZSOIL calculated elasticity modulus correspond with the stiffness distribution shown in
Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Calculated seismic modulus and shear wave velocity compared with measured shear wave velocity in
the soil.

Figure 4: Generated saturation ratio for the initial state.
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2.6 Rayleigh damping
The frequency range where the damping ratios are valid is put equal to 5–25 Hz. The damping
ratio at small strain for concrete, soil, bedrock and stabilized material is set equal to 2%. The
damping ratio for pavement material, see Figure 6, is set equal to 5% and the damping ratio
for the barrier material, see Figure 16, is set equal to 10%.
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SIMULATING HEAVY GOODS VEHICLES WITH FWD

Ground-borne vibration is caused by the interaction between the dynamic forces produced by
tires of highway vehicles and pavement surface irregularities. Typical principal frequencies
are in the range 8–16 Hz. On the adjacent highway E22 the number and the magnitude of
single axle loads have been measured. In Figure 5 the single axle load measured during one
week in October 2008 is reported. The maximum registered single axle load was 13.94 ton.
The design basis for the wheel load is therefore chosen to 70 kN. The device selected to
achieve this impact load is the Falling Weight Deflectometer (FWD). The device consist of a
trailer-mounted impact device with associated deflection and load measuring transducers and
a system processor and microcomputer for controlling the hydraulic lifting gear and recording
measurements. The system operates by allowing a guided weight to fall from a predetermined
height to generate a transient force on a plate in contact with the road surface. The size of the
impact can be varied by altering the distance through which the moving mass falls or by
changing the mass itself.

Figure 5: Measured heavy goods vehicle axle load on highway E22.

The FWD test was performed on the main road Odarslövsvägen in a position where the
distance to the planned facility is the shortest, about 80 meters. Measurement of vibration was
carried out jointly by staff from the Max-lab, Lund University, PEAB and the consultant
company Tyréns. Max-lab performed measurements with accelerometers at distances 20, 40,
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60 and 80 meter from the FWD source. PEAB performed measurements with one
accelerometer and one geophone at a distance of 20 meters from the FWD test. Tyréns
performed measurements with 24 geophones spaced 3 meter at distances 20-89 meter from
the FWD source. The accelerometers record a signal which is proportional to acceleration
while the geophones provide an output signal which is proportional to the vibration velocity.
Measurement data from the accelerometers were integrated once to obtain the vibration
velocity and twice to obtain displacement, while data from the geophones were integrated
once to obtain displacement.
3.1

Dynamic analysis of the simulated FWD test in ZSOIL and comparison with the
measured displacement values

The FWD test has been simulated in a two-dimensional axially symmetric model in ZSOIL
for two phase fully or partially saturated material. This is done because it is essential to
describe the stress state of the initial state as accurately as possible so that the stiffness can be
calculated with the non-linear elastic material model. With this generated initial stress state a
dynamic analysis has been done in ZSOIL using both the non-linear and the conventional
linear elastic material model.
The assumed material properties for the pavement construction are shown in Figure 6. The
measured peak load in the FWD test is 72 kN which correspond to a maximum contact
pressure of 1018 kPa. The plate diameter in the FWD test is 300 mm. The measured load
pulse is used as input when the dynamic analysis is performed in ZSOIL.

Figure 6: Dynamic simulation of the FWD test with ZSOIL.
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Measured and calculated dynamic load-displacement curve are shown in Figure 7 and the
time history of center displacement is shown in Figure 8. The result of the non-linear elastic
material model are in surprisingly good agreement with the measured displacements. In
Figure 9 the calculated E-modulus in the soil when the peak force reached 72 kN is shown.

Figure 7: Measured and predicted Load-Displacement curve at the FWD test.

Figure 8: Dynamic simulation of the FWD test with ZSOIL.
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According to the vibration criteria the vibrations should be presented as displacements on the
accelerator foundation and should be averaged over 1 s (RMS 1 sec). The displacements are
not allowed to be more than 260 nm in the frequency range 0–5 Hz and 26 nm in the
frequency range 5–100 Hz.

Figure 9: ZSOIL calculated Young’s modulus at peak FWD load, 72 kN, for the non-linear elastic material
model.

Figure 10: Predicted displacement with ZSOIL compared with measured displacement.
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In order to compare the measured and the predicted displacement values with the vibration
criteria the displacements are presented as RMS 1 sec values. The measured values at the
sensors and the predictions from ZSOIL dynamic analysis are shown in Figure 10. The
maximum displacement amplitude of the absolute value is also shown in the same figure.
There is excellent agreement between predicted and measured displacement. This means that
the adopted geo model and used calculation model in ZSOIL can with sufficient accuracy
describe the vibration propagation in the soil for the simulated heavy goods vehicles axle load
with the FWD test.
Figure 11 shows measured and predicted integrated Fourier power spectra for measured
displacement at a distance of 20 meters from the FWD source. No significant difference exists
between the dynamic analysis with the linear elastic and the nonlinear elastic material model.
There is good agreement with the measured spectra.

Figure 11: Measured and ZSOIL predicted Integrated Fourier Power Spectra for a position situated 20 meter
from the main road, Odarslövsvägen.

The comparison between measured and predicted displacements in both time and frequency
domain at a distance of 80 meter from the road is reported in Figure 12. The planned building
will be located in this area.
3.2 Comparison with measurements done by NGI (2009)
NGI has been commissioned by the University of Lund to perform measurements of
vibrations on the ground where MAX IV will be built. NGI conducted continuously, for one
week, long-term logging of vibration at four points on the ground in September / October,
2009. In addition, vibrations were measured at different distances from the local road when a
truck ran over a 1" plank to simulate the vibrations from heavy goods vehicles driving on the
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road. In Figure 13 the red curve show measured (50-percentile) integrated power spectral
density of vertical ground motion versus cut frequency by NGI. The ZSOIL predicted
Integrated Fourier Power Spectra is shown with the dotted light blue curve. The result is
reported for a position situated 80 meter from highway E22 at a location where the building is
planned to be built. The dotted green curve shows measurements done by Tyrens for Max-lab.
Traffic load is simulated by a FWD source. Comparisons with measurements from other
similar facilities are also shown in Figure 13. The comparison shows that the MAX IV site at
Lund is at the upper part of what is measured in other locations. The comparison in the figure
is based on the 50-percentile which can be considered as an average over the entire measuring
period.

Figure 12: Comparison between measured and ZSOIL predicted vibration in both time and frequency domain
for a position situated 80 meter from the main road, Odarslövsvägen.

The vibration of a loaded truck driving on the small road crossing MAX IV site were
registered, see Figure 14. The truck crossed one inch thick plank. The vibration data were
taken 30 m from the plank. Blue curve show the measured power spectra. Predicted Fourier
Power from calculated ZSOIL displacement data using linear elasticity is shown with the red
dotted curve. The light blue dotted curve represents the result from non-linear elasticity using
the SwePave model. The distance from the FWD source is 20 meter. The corresponding
measured power spectra are shown with the green dotted curve. The predicted and measured
power spectra for both the FWD source and the truck crossing a plank are very similar.
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Figure 13: Measured Integrated Fourier Power Spectra on the site from measurements carried out by NGI
compared with measurements from other similar constructions and current results.

Figure 14: Measured and predicted Fourier Power Spectra from heavy goods vehicle at a distance 20–30 meter
from the source.
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4

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN WITH RESPECT TO VIBRATION

Since the presumed geo model and the calculation model used in ZSOIL have been validated
with results from the FWD test and measurement of vibration propagation it was possible to
move forward with a conceptual design and compare the calculated displacement RMS values
with the vibration criteria.
The design according to the main contract documents has been studied, but also an
alternative design solution has been analyzed. The design according to the system documents
is shown in Figure 15. The concrete slab is 700 mm thick and conventionally reinforced.

Figure 15: The design solution according to the system documents.

Figure 16: The alternative design solution with stabilized soil and vibro isolation to bedrock.
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In the alternative design, see Figure 16, the low Baltic Clay Till is stabilized with cement and
thereafter outlaid and compacted in 0.3 meter thick layers, to an assumed thickness of 3.4
meter. The characteristic compressive strength should be 2 MPa. The upper two layers,
thickness 0.6 meter, consist of crushed unbound granular base material which is stabilized
with cement to a characteristic compressive strength of 4 MPa. Vibro isolation is constructed
with the diaphragm wall technique. The wall is 0.5 meter wide and is filled with bentonitecement slurry which gives undrained shear strength of 10 kPa and a small strain elasticity
modulus of about 20 MPa. The concrete slab, 0.2 meter thick, is cast with steel fibre
reinforced self compacted concrete. The concrete strength is C50/C60 and 40 kg/m3 steel fibre
is used.
4.1 Prediction of vibration due to heavy goods vehicles with ZSOIL
The evaluation point for the vibrations was picked at the floor where the magnet foundations
are to be placed. The vibration source is heavy goods vehicles with a single axle load of 14
ton. This is simulated as a FWD source with a max peak load of 70 kN. The FWD source,
simulating heavy goods vehicle axle load is situated 80 meter from the building. The
calculated vibrations at the evaluation point for different design solutions are reported in
Figure 17.

Figure 17: ZSOIL calculated vibrations at the evaluation point situated 80 meter from the FWD source with a
peak force of 70 kN.

Summary of calculated Eigen Frequency and mean vibration level (RMS 1 sec) for different
design proposals are shown in Table 5. The design proposal according to the system
document reduce the mean vibration amplitude level with only 13 % whereas the alternative
design solution with stabilized low Baltic Clay Till and vibro isolation with soft barrier
material to rock level reduce the mean vibration amplitude level with 81 %.
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Table 5: Summary of calculated Eigen Frequency and mean vibration amplitude level with ZSOIL.

4.2 Isolation efficiency of barrier material
According to Massarsch (2005) the isolation efficiency of barrier material could be expressed
with the energy transmission coefficient, En, which is defined as:
𝐸𝑛 =

4𝑍1 𝑍2
(𝑍1 + 𝑍2 )2

where Z1 and Z2 are the impedances of the soil and of the barrier, respectively.
The impedance Z is defined as
Z = cρ
where c is the wave propagation velocity and ρ is material density.
Assume for the Northeast Till that c=500 m/s and ρ=2.2 t/m3.
This means that Z1 = 1100. Assume for the Barrier Material that c=100 m/s and ρ=1.4 t/m3.
This means that Z2 = 140. The energy transmission coefficient is then calculated as En = 0.40.
The relative vibration, RMSr, quotient (isolation effect) is calculated from ZSOIL
displacement result with
RMSr = RMSafter / RMSbefore
which gives
RMSr = 2.33 / 5.13 = 0.45
The isolation efficiency calculated from ZSOIL result expressed as the relative vibration
quotient RMSr gives a slightly more conservative isolation efficiency then the formula for the
energy transmission coefficient proposed by Massarsch.
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5

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Based on the conceptual design presented above, the following conclusions can be made
relating to vibration from heavy goods vehicles:
•
•
•

•
•

The soil model developed for the anticipated geological conditions and geotechnical
parameters appears to be a good estimate of actual conditions since the calculated
displacements are in good agreement with the measured displacements.
The non-linear elastic material model SwePave, implemented in ZSOIL, gives more
accurate prediction of the displacements compared to the usual linear elastic material
model.
For the dynamic analysis it is important to describe the stiffness variation in the soil as
accurately as possible. Since the size of the stiffness is stress dependent a two phase
model with full or partial saturated material should be used. The initial stress condition
should be generated with the greatest caution.
Vibrations from heavy goods vehicles can be simulated with the Falling Weight
Deflectometer (FWD). The peak load in the FWD test is to be as large as the actually
measured dynamic force from heavy goods vehicles on the adjacent highway E22.
Soil improvement with the stabilizing technique in combination with diaphragm walls and
soft barrier material works as an effective vibro isolation methodology.

The film, which can be accessed at the following link, is a brief summary of the investigation
carried out:
http://youtu.be/5goWRPXIJRg
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